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Andrew Newbon in September’s production of Moonlight & Magnolias



David Scott-Lucas, Jan Greenhough and Laura Kenward in October’s production of A Doll’s House

Key Contacts

BLT Chair

A

s many
know,

I am
moving to
Gibraltar in
the middle
of February
to take up
the post of
CEO of the
Gibraltar
Financial
Services Commission and this is my final
Chairman’s column for Spotlights.
It has been an enormous privilege to be
Chairman of BLT for the last 6 years. I have
enjoyed it enormously and made many
friends. I’m also very proud of all that’s
been achieved by a great many dedicated
individuals. In particular, during this time
we have had the great good fortune of attracting and retaining talented and committed people. This talent and commitment has
spanned, not just leading and running the
artistic side of the theatre but also leading
and running all aspects of the theatre. Consequently, we are in an extended period of
unparalleled artistic success, good financial
management, strong compliance with our
various legal and regulatory requirements
and a highly effective, practical approach
to managing the challenges of working in a
very old building.
There remain challenges. In particular,
ideally, by now, we would have established
sufficiently secure tenure in our current
building to enable investment in the fabric
of the building. This has proved elusive to
date, despite the deployment of a considerable amount of time and expertise on
the negotiation process over a protracted
period of time. That said, members are well
served by the drive and resilience of BLT
Board members to press for a good longterm solution - we will get there!

My greatest regret in recent times has been
that work commitments have required
constant travel away from London, making
acting in individual productions impossible.
In that sense, I very much hope this is ‘aurevoir’ rather than ‘goodbye’: I will be back
living in London at some point and a return
to the BLT stage is, I hope, inevitable!
There are many people for me to thank,
I hope they know who they are and will
forgive me for not mentioning them! The
one exception to make is Richard Cornwell,

BLT Company Secretary, who has been a
constant source of advice and support to
me and the Board throughout the last 6
years and I couldn’t have taken on the role
without him.

Finally, I am very happy indeed to be handing over to Jane Buckland, who brings an
impressive combination of vision, leadership and extensive experience in BLT. I wish
her, the Board and everyone well for the
future.
- Samantha Barrass

Playgoers’
Committee
It gives me enormous pleasure to be able to
address you all through Spotlights, wearing
my new hat, i.e. as Chairman of The Playgoers’ Committee.
There are a few points I need to bring to
your attention -

1) Our very hardworking Membership
Secretary, Christina, has reminded me that
now is the time to renew our membership
(forms are available on page 6 or are available in the theatre)
2) Box Office - Paul Ackroyd, Box Office
Manager would like me to pass on grateful
thanks to members for embracing the new
booking system. This is proving to be very
successful.

3) Rene Meisner has agreed to take on the
role of Treasurer to Playgoers’ Committee.
Many thanks to John Sercombe (the retiring Treasurer) for his valuable work during
the past few years.
4) Volunteers - As you may be aware
nobody working in the theatre is paid, and
I must tell you that it is becoming increasingly difficult to continue to function
efficiently through lack of volunteers. We
need help in the following areas : - Bar,
Coffee Bar, Front of House, Set Building,
and backstage. Let me be clear, we need
you to volunteer if we are to maintain the
high standard of theatre to which we are
accustomed (training will be given) . We
would be grateful for your help.
5) Christmas Party - the festive season is
upon us once more and I look forward to
seeing you at the party on 16th December.
(Don’t forget to email box office to book)
Merry Christmas to one and all!
- Pauline Pead

‘Spotlights’ is designed and typeset by:
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Diary Noticeboard &
Latest News
Dates
2013/14

Except for ‘In The Bar’ productions, there
are no shows on Sundays. Programme
subject to change.
Fri 6 – Sat 14 Dec 2013 at 7.45pm

The Flint St. Nativity
by Tim Firth
Directed by Nikki Packham

Mon 16 Dec 2013 from 7.00pm - 11.30pm
BLT Playgoers’

CHRISTMAS PARTY

In the bar • Free - but email box office to book

2014 • Happy New Year!
Sun 12 January 2014

Auditions

12 noon: Office Suite
2pm: Julius Caesar (Main roles: JC, Brutus, Mark
Antony, Cassius, Portia, Lepidus, Octavius etc)
2pm: Julius Caesar (other roles)
Fri 10 – Sat 18 January 2014 at 7.45pm

Boeing-Boeing
by Marc Camoletti
Directed by Wayne Sheridan

In The Bar

Thu 30 Jan – Sun 2 Feb 2014 at 7.45pm

Night Of
January 16th

by Ayn Rand • Directed by Paul Campion

Fri 7 – Sat 15 Feb 2014 at 7.45pm

The Thrill Of Love
by Amanda Whittington
Directed by David Griffiths

Fri 7 – Sat 15 Mar 2014 at 7.45pm

The Importance Of
Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde
Directed by Stevie Hughes

In The Bar

Thu 20 – Sun 23 Mar 2014 at 7.45pm

Two

by Jim Cartwright
Directed by Kyle Cluett

Fri 4 – Sat 12 Apr 2014 at 7.45pm

Clybourne Park
by Bruce Norris
Directed by Pauline Armour

Fri 2 – Sat 10 May 2014 at 7.45pm

Office Suite

by Alan Bennett • Directed by Kay O’Dea
Fri 6 - Sat 14 June 2014 at 7.45pm

Julius Caesar
by William Shakespeare
Directed by Jane Buckland



BLT’s demons meet some zombies on Edinburgh’s Royal Mile

BLT’s production of Very
Still and Hard to See at the
Edinburgh Festival.
So, how did Edinburgh go?? Well … it was
interesting !

I don’t think any of us had appreciated
just how hard the whole exercise was going to be. Most of us had decided to find
accommodation fairly close to our venue,
which was great for collapsing after each
performance and getting changed ready
to go out to see other shows, but not much
fun when it came to flyering. This entailed
a ten to fifteen minute hike up to the Royal
Mile and of course, the same getting back
(although this was downhill), which meant
that from about 12.30pm to 6.00pm we
were totally focussed on getting stuff done
for each day’s performance.

It’s difficult to know exactly how successful any of our various publicity wheezes
were. I think the crowds on the Royal Mile
were genuinely intrigued to be accosted by
up to a dozen hooded and robed strangers
and we know that several of them certainly
came to see us perform as a result of these
encounters. We had fairly good audiences for most shows and generally good
responses. Reviews were mixed which is to
be expected.

It was an unusual show which some people
really liked and others just didn’t get. We
achieved several four-star reviews and
some three- star and two stars, but even
those who were less enthusiastic were
generally impressed with the company if
not the play.

We had decided early on in our planning to
try to perform the show a few times in London to get us ready for the main event and
hopefully get some good reviews to help
us with our Edinburgh publicity. For three
nights in August we booked the show into
the Etcetera Theatre in Camden during the

Camden Festival – a small venue above the
Oxford Arms pub on Camden High Street.
We sold out ! Forty seats each night. This
was a great boost to our confidence in our
show and our ability to sell it.

The show needed re-blocking as we
were to play on a more traditional stage
as opposed to BLT’s bar. We also had to
change three cast members and needed
a new technician. Most of the cast had
been involved in other BLT shows and
had therefore not been available for many
months, so the rehearsal period running up
to Camden and then on to Edinburgh was a
bit tense.
There were the usual last-minute panics
about making sure we had everything we
needed. A laptop blew up on us days before
Camden so all the sound effects plot had to
be reloaded onto a new one and our only
item of set (a piece of carpet) had been ordered online and was going to be delivered
in time (we hoped) directly to the venue in
Edinburgh. The Sunday in Edinburgh was
our dress/technical rehearsal and was the
first opportunity for us all to see the venue
which would be home to our company for
the next two weeks. The dress/technical
rehearsal in the space went reasonably
well. We only had ninety minutes in total
and the play runs for seventy. In that time
we had to decide which lights we would be
using, where they would be focussed and
at what level and we needed to set sound
levels – all done using equipment we had
never seen before and with a minimum of
help from the two venue technicians. We
had to lay the carpet, mark the floor for
quick setting during the run and work out
where props would be best set knowing we
would have only ten minutes to set and ten
minutes to strike for each performance.
Backstage was a bit of a joke with props
and set for dozens of other shows all
crammed into one room, so that getting
ready to bring on our stuff involved us

creeping around and whispering and gesticulating until the show before ours came
down – at which point everyone clicked
into overdrive as their set came out and
was packed away and ours went in and was
set up. However, it all seemed to run like
clockwork with all companies co-operating
with each other and as a result the whole
programme went according to plan.
It was an experience we will never forget,
for a variety of reasons, and many of us
fulfilled a dream that we might not get
another shot at.
So, was it all worth it? Yeah … ‘course it
was!
- Dan Armour, Director

BLT’s A Doll’s House:
on tour!
Bromley Little Theatre’s ‘5 star’ production
of A Doll’s House is going on tour to The
London Theatre, New Cross from Tuesday
21 to Sunday 26 January 2014 at 8.00pm
(Tuesday to Saturday) and at 5.00pm
on the Sunday. Tickets are £12.50 and are
available from The London Theatre Box
Office on 020 8694 1888 or on line at: www.
thelondontheatre.com
Even if you saw it at BLT, catch it again in
an intimate fringe theatre environment
with an excellent ambience (and a very
atmospheric bar!).

Successes for BLT Youth
Group members!

me that, although the Globe involved a
rigorous series of auditions, she felt the
experience of performing Shakespeare
with the BLT Youth Group gave her added
confidence.

We are delighted to announce that two of
BLT’s Youth Group members have been
successful in gaining places in major London performances:

Charlie Bailey successfully auditioned for
a part in Emil And The Detectives at the National Theatre. Previews start on November 20th at the Olivier and performances
continue into the New Year. We’re happy to
say the schedule allows him to join us for
workshops every other Saturday! Charlie
played a confident and dynamic Demetrius
in our recent performance of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.

Yasmin Prince has gained a place in the
prestigious new Globe Young Players
company. These open auditions selected
the best talent in the 12-16 age group from
around the UK. The young actors will be
trained on site by the Globe’s own expert
practitioners, in text, voice, movement,
dance and fights. The six months’ training
and rehearsals will culminate in a performance of The Malcontent by John Marston, in
the first season of at the Sam Wanamaker
Theatre, which is due to open in January
2014. This is a reconstruction of an indoor
Jacobean Theatre, lit entirely by candlelight.
Yasmin also gained a place on the acting
strand at the Brit school this September.
She was outstanding in the part of Helena
in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and told

Monday 16 Dec 2013 7.00pm - 11.30pm

BLT Playgoers’
CHRISTMAS PARTY

Please email the BLT Box Office to reserve
your place:
boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org

Membership application form
Adult £16: q

Couple £25: q

Family £35: q

Subscriptions apply to the period from January to December		

Renewal: q

Junior £6:

q

Couples: 2 adults at the same address (please list all below)
Family: membership for 2 adults and under 16s at the same address (please list all below)
Juniors: under 16s at start of the year of membership
Students: full-time, over 16 (evidence may be required)

Title

First name

Last name

Your contact details for Spotlights magazine delivery etc.

Tel:

Email:

Date:

Student £6: q

Donation: £ .................

Are you interested in taking an active part in the theatre?
Please tick below any activities that may interest you
(no experience necessary!)

Office
use only

Please enclose a cheque and a stamped, self-addressed envelope
(NB: we cannot accept cash)

Name:

Address:

Date of Birth
(if under 16)

(Office use only)
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Mobile:

Post Code:
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Cheque enclosed for:

£

Please send your cheque (made payable to Bromley Little Theatre) and SAE to: Membership, Bromley Little Theatre, North Street, Bromley BR1 1SB



Moonlight And
Magnolias
September 2013

I grew up being told by my mother that
Gone With The Wind was the greatest film
ever made. Despite my mother’s unshakeable belief, I have only seen 1 or 2 famous
clips, not the complete film. Having seen
Stevie Hughes’ wonderful production of
Moonlight And Magnolias, and with my
mother’s words ringing in my ears, I have
promised myself a wintry Sunday afternoon when I will do just that.

Moonlight And Magnolias tells the true story of how the screenplay for the film was
written. The year is 1939 and the film’s
producer David Selznick (Andrew Newbon) has brought filming to a halt, having
become unhappy with the first screenplay
and the first director. As it’s costing him
$50,000 per day for the cameras to remain
idle, Selznick needs to re-write the screenplay quickly. He therefore collars director
Victor Fleming (Martin Philips) and writer
Ben Hecht (Glenn Aylott) and persuades
them to remain holed-up in his office for
5 days until the job is done - surviving on
nothing other than “brain food” - nuts and
bananas!

The 1930’s era was beautifully realised in
this production by a stunning set which
rightly prompted an audible gasp of admiration from the audience on the night I saw
the show when the curtain went up. The
huge art deco style stained glass window at
the back of the set, which was wonderfully
lit so as to change colour during the show,
was a particular triumph. I also loved the
mounds of banana skins that appeared on
stage at the start of the 2nd Act! Congratulations to all involved in the design and
construction of the set, and the assembly of
some lovely props.

Review
First on stage was Newbon as the largerthan-life Selznick, used to barking orders to
all around him and making things happen
in Hollywood. Newbon was clearly at home
in this role and he brought great energy
and pace to it. Newbon is an actor with
lovely comic timing and he knows too that
his physicality can make us laugh, not just
his lines. In this production, we saw that to
great effect in his hilarious reconstruction
of scenes from Gone With The Wind and his
portrayal of the film’s different characters
- I was chuckling long after the curtain fell
whenever I thought of Newbon’s Scarlett
O’Hara!
Martin Phillips as director Victor Fleming made an impressive debut on the BLT
stage. He perfectly captured the macho,
no-nonsense, trouble-shooting director
who, quite rightly I thought, constantly
chewed gum. Appalled at finding himself
forced by Selznick into acting out scenes
from the film for Hecht’s benefit, Phillips
was equally as hilarious as Newbon - the
birth scene will stay with me for some
time! These were two actors who bounced
off each other to great comic effect, a lovely
piece of casting by director Hughes. I hope
this isn’t the last we see of Phillips at BLT.

If Phillips was the new boy in this production, it was a pleasure to see old-BLT-hand
Glenn Aylott back on the BLT stage. Aylott’s performance as writer Ben Hecht was
confident, assured and completely convincing - we could feel his despair as the one
tasked with creating something good from
the ridiculous scenes being enacted in front
of him. In some ways, Aylott had the harder
job, as he had less obviously comic material
to work with, but, as the audience, we were
on Hecht’s side, despite the hilarity of the
other two, a testament to the strength and
conviction of Aylott’s performance.

Glenn Aylott, Andrew Newbon and Martin Phillips in September’s production of Moonlight & Magnolias



Last but by no means least, and also new
to the BLT stage, was Charis Anna Beyer
as Selznick’s long-suffering secretary Miss
Poppenghul. This was a small, cameo role
but Beyer extracted the most she could
from it. Her delivery of lines was particularly impressive, and she caught exactly
the right tone with her constant repetition
of “Yes Mr Selznick”, which the audience
clearly enjoyed. I hope we see Beyer again
at BLT, in a role of more substance.

So this was a very talented cast, both
individually and as an ensemble. Full
credit to director Stevie Hughes for getting
the most from his actors. This was a play
where, actually, nothing happened. We
were simply witnessing a creative process
at work, not the easiest task to bring alive
on stage. Hughes couldn’t rely on a change
of set or costume, or an influx of new
characters to keep our attention and the
actors had nowhere to go other than the
four walls of Selznick’s office. The direction
therefore needed to be both tight and creative, and the actors needed to work every
inch of the stage and deliver their lines
with fire-cracking pace. In my view, Hughes
pulled it off. In less experienced hands, this
could well not have been the case. Credit
in particular to Hughes (and to Aylott as
“fight consultant”) for the terrific slapping
scene, which was a hilarious and wonderfully choreographed (and plausible) piece
of theatre.

There was the odd mistake on stage - a
struggle for a line, an accent that was occasionally inconsistent - but this wasn’t a
show where, as one of the characters put it:
“one mistake and the whole illusion’s lost”.
Indeed, to anyone who would pick out the
negative from this lovely production there
can only be one possible response: “Frankly
my dear, I don’t give a damn”.
- Hilary Cordery

The BLT ‘Sarnies’ awards ceremony 2013!
It’s time to vote again for yout favourite BLT show, performance or lighting design!

To cast your ballot, please tick your top three choices in order of preference. There is no need to vote in every award category! Once you have
made your selections, this 4-page centrefold should either be placed in the voting box found in the BLT bar, or posted to:
BLT Sarnies, 27 Heathfield Road, Bromley BR1 3RN to arrive no later than 1 March 2013.
If more than one BLT member in a household wants to vote, this form can be photocopied. Alternatively, extra copies of Spotlights are available in the BLT bar.
UNSUNG HERO:

OUSTANDING CONTRIBUTION 2013:

qqq

Jane Buckland
(The Government Inspector)

qqq

qqq

Paul Baker
(King James I, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

qqq

qqq

Dan Armour
(The God of Carnage)
Jane Lobb
(Dancing at Lughnasa)

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT:

qqq

Jane Buckland

Glenn Aylott
(Ben Hecht, Moonlight and Magnolias)

qqq

Pauline Armour

qqq

(Humble Boy)

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Glorious

qqq

A Day in the Death of Joe Egg

qqq

The Government Inspector

qqq

The God of Carnage

qqq

Dancing at Lughnasa

qqq

Humble Boy

qqq

Anne Boleyn

qqq

Moonlight and Magnolias

qq q

A Dolls’ House

qqq

Plaza Suite

qqq

The Flint Street Nativity

FAVOURITE ‘In The Bar’ PRODUCTION
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Very Still and Hard to See

qqq

Lilies on the Land

qqq

Variety Performance: Live!

AWARD FOR DIRECTION (MAIN HOUSE)

qqq

Adam Bambrough

qqq

Wayne Sheridan (Joe Egg)

(Glorious)

Martin Phillips
(Victor Fleming, Moonlight and Magnolias)

qqq
qqq

qqq

Stevie Hughes
(Moonlight and Magnolias)
Pauline Armour
(A Doll’s House)

qqq

Paul Campion (Plaza Suite)

qqq

Nikki Packham
(The Flint Street Nativity)
ACTOR IN A LEADING ROLE
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Albert Clogston
(Cosme McMoon, Glorious)

qqq

Felix Catto
(St.Clair Byfield, Glorious)

qqq
qqq

Mike Savill (Brian, Joe Egg)

Tom Collins
(Hlestakov, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Paul Ackroyd
(The Mayor, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Mike Savill
(Michael Vallon, The God of Carnage)

qqq

Howie Ripley
(Alain Reille, The God of Carnage)

qqq

Wayne Sheridan
(Michael, Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Howie Ripley
(Torvald Helmer, A Doll’s House)

(Anne Boleyn)
FAVOURITE MAIN HOUSE PRODUCTION

Andrew Newbon
(David O. Selznick, Moonlight & Magnolias)

Tim O’Keeffe
(Max, Humble Boy)

qqq

Mike Savill
(Henry VIII, Anne Boleyn)

q q q David Griffiths
(Sam Nash, Plaza Suite)

Steve Williams
(Jesse Kiplinger, Plaza Suite)

qqq

Bob Etherington
(Roy Hubley, Plaza Suite)

qqq

Thomas Dignum
(Innkeeper, Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Tom Collins
(Star/Ass, Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Phil Cairns
(Narrator, Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Richard Stewart
(Herod/Joseph, Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Kyle Kluett
(Wise Frankincense, Flint Street Nativity)
ACTRESS IN A LEADING ROLE

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Sally-Anne Luckhurst
(Florence Foster Jenkins, Glorious)

qqq

Niki Mylonas
(Dorothy, Glorious)

qqq

Deborah Hedges
(Sheila, Joe Egg)

qqq

Hilary Cordery (Anna
Andreyevna, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Jessica Webb (Marya
Andreyevna, The Government Inspector)

Sarnies 2013 Voting Form



ACTRESS IN A LEADING ROLE

qqq

Julie Binysh
(Veronique Vallon, The God of Carnage)

qqq

Alison Green
(Annette Reille, The God of Carnage)

qqq

Wendy Jardine
(Kate, Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Fiona Cullen
(Maggie, Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Laura Kenward
(Rose, Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Emma Berryman (Agnes,
Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Ami Williamson
(Chris, Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Tricia Osborne- King
(Flora, Humble Boy)

qqq

Sophia Danes
(Anne, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Laura Kenward
(Nora Helmer, A Doll’s House)

qqq

Debbie Griffiths
(Karen Nash, Plaza Suite)

qqq

Julie Binysh
(Muriel Tate, Plaza Suite)

qqq

Katrina Pancucci
(Norma Hubley, Plaza Suite)

qqq

Jessica – Ann Jenner
(Mary, Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Hazal Han
(Gabriel, Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Susie Howell
(Angel, Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Niki Mylonas
(Shepherd, Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Emma Berryman
(Wise Gold, Flint Street Nativity)

ACTOR IN A SUPPORTING ROLE

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Howie Ripley
(Freddie, Joe Egg)

qqq

Paul Baker
(Osip, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Robert Dilks
(Judge, The Government Inspector)



qqq

Felix Catto
(Headmaster, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Dennis Packham
(Hospital Director, Government Inspector)

qqq

Thomas Dignum
(Postmaster, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Richard Stewart
(Dobchinsky, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Josh Lawson
(Bobchinsky, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Geoff Dillon
(Gerry, Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Barry O’Donovan
(Jack, Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Steve Williams
(George, Humble Boy)

qqq

Paul Ackroyd
(Cecil, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Kyle Cluett
(Villiers, Anne Boleyn)

ACTRESS IN A SUPPORTING ROLE
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Margaret Glenn
(Grace, Joe Egg)

qqq

Tamsin Fellowes
(Pam, Joe Egg)

qqq

Niki Mylonas
(Rosie, Humble Boy)

qqq

Sue Williams
(Mercy, Humble Boy)

qqq

Alison Green (Lady
Rochford, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Maleesha Adjaye- Tabansi
(Christine Lind, A Doll’s House)

qqq

Ami Williamson
(Jean/Mimsey, Plaza Suite)
ACTOR IN A SMALLER ROLE

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

qqq

qqq

qqq

Phil Cairns
(Parrot, Anne Boleyn)

Felix Catto
(Dean Andrewes, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Paul Green
(Dr. Reynolds, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Peter Yolland
(Henry Barrow, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Stevie Hughes
(Thomas Cromwell, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Robert Dilks
(Cardinal Wolsey, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Andrew Newbon
(Simpkin, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Martin Bunyan
(Sloop, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Matthew Platt
(William Tyndale, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

David Lucas
(Nils Krogstad, A Doll’s House)

qqq

Tom Collins
(Dr. Rank, A Doll’s House)

qqq

Josh Lawson
(Bellhop / Borden Eisler, Plaza Suite)

Tony Jenner
(Svetsunov, The Government Inspector)
Nigel Borsberry
(Abdullin, The Government Inspector)

qqq

James Riley
(Chernaeyev, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Michael Baker
(Pentaleyev/Messenger, Gov’t Inspector)

qqq

Keith Jeremiah
(Jim, Humble Boy)

qqq

Luke Sheldon
(Attendant, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Michael Baker
(Countryman/Cleric, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Nigel Borsberry
(Attendant/Cleric, Anne Boleyn)

qqq
Suite)

Jim Ward (Waiter, Plaza

ACTRESS IN A SMALLER ROLE
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Sophia Danes
(Maria, Glorious)

qqq

Wendy Jardine
(Mrs Verrinder Gedge, Glorious)

qqq

Niki Mylonas
(Doctor, The Government Inspector)

qqq

Hilary Reen
(Waitress/Locksmith’s wife/ widow, The
Government Inspector)

ACTRESS IN A BAR SHOW
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

qqq

qqq

qqq

Daniella Chow (Innkeeper’s
wife/widow, The Government Inspector)
Fran Sheldon
(Lady Celia, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Emma Lamond
(Lady Jane, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Vanessa Marton
(Lady in Waiting, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Jessica-Ann Jenner
(Lady in Waiting, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Charis Anna Beyer
(Miss Poppenguhl, Moonlight & Magnolias)

qqq

Jan Greenhough
(Anne- Marie, A Doll’s House)

ACTOR OR ACTRESS IN A SHARED ROLE

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Imogen Owen / Victoria
Sweeting (Jo, Glorious)

qqq

Tess & Rose Cordery (Ivy
and Emmy Helmer, A Doll’s House)

qqq

Freya Williams-Ward /
Barney Sayburn (Ivor & Emmy Helmer,
A Doll’s House)

qqq

Charlotte Breen / Louie
Spencer-Boyce (Ivor and Emmy Helmer,
A Doll’s House)
ACTOR IN A BAR SHOW
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Julie Binysh
(Obake, Very Still and Hard to See)

Lorraine Spenceley (Kami/
Mudwoman, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

Jane Lobb (Kimberley/
Violet, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

Debbie Griffiths
(Betty, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

Pauline Armour
(Edith, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

Emma Sweeney
(Shikigami/Punch, Very Still and Hard to
See)

David Griffiths (Ethan/
Hotel Guest, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

Paul Baker
(David/Kami, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

Katrina Pancucci
(Norma Hubley, Plaza Suite)

qqq

Susie Howell
(Angel, Flint Street Narivity)

qqq

Grace Blackman
(Poppy, Lilies on the Land)

qqq

Freya Finnerty
(Vera, Lilies on the Land)
BEST MALE NEWCOMER

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

qqq

qqq

Freya Finnerty
(Vera, Lilies on the Land)

qqq

qqq

Michael Baker (Pentaleyev/
Messenger,The Government Inspector)

qqq

qqq

qqq

Grace Blackman
(Poppy, Lilies on the Land)

Fran Sheldon
(Peggy, Lilies on the Land)

Lauren M Verrier
(Margie, Lilies on the Land)
BEST FEMALE NEWCOMER

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Sally-Anne Luckhurst
(Florence Foster Jenkins, Glorious)

qqq

Niki Mylonas
(Dorothy, Glorious)

qqq

qqq

qqq

Maleesha Adjaye- Tabansi
(Christine Lind, A Doll’s House)

Albert Clogston
(Cosme McMoon, Glorious)

qqq

Josh Lawson
(Jasper/Franklin, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

qqq

Alison Green
(Simone, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

Kyle Cluett
(Sam/Shikigami, Very Still and Hard to See)

Charis Anna Beyer
(Miss Poppenguhl, Moonlight & Magnolias)

qqq

Wendy Jardine
(Mrs Verrinder Gedge, Glorious)

Stevie Hughes (Buck
Mason/Canary, Very Still and Hard to See)

qqq

qqq

Tamsin Fellowes
(Pam, Joe Egg)

Egg)

Geoff Dillon
(Gerry, Dancing at Lughnasa)

Barry O’Donovan
(Jack, Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Luke Sheldon
(Attendant, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Matthew Platt
(William Tyndale, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Paul Green
(Dr. Reynolds, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Martin Phillips
(Victor Fleming, Moonlight and Magnolias)

qqq

David Lucas
(Nils Krogstad, A Doll’s House)
COSTUME DESIGN

Hilary Reen (Waitress/
Locksmith’s wife/widow, The Government
Inspector)

1st 2nd 3rd

Daniella Chow (Innkeeper’s
wife/widow, The Government Inspector)

qqq

qqq
qqq

Alison Green
(Annette Reille, The God of Carnage)

qqq

Fran Sheldon
(Lady Celia, Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Vanessa Marton
(Lady in Waiting, Anne Boleyn)

Howie Ripley (Freddie, Joe

qqq
O’Neill
(Joe Egg)

Kerstin Beard (Glorious)
Kerstin Beard/Karen

qqq

Kerstin Beard/Karen
O’Neill/Nikki Packham
(The Government Inspector)

qqq

The Cast
(The God of Carnage)



COSTUME DESIGN

qqq

Jane Lobb
(Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

(Humble Boy)

Kerstin Beard

qqq

Kerstin Beard /Emma
Kerby-Evans/Lorraine Spenceley/
Jessica-Ann Jenner (Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Lorraine Spenceley
(Moonlight & Magnolias)

qqq

Pauline Armour/Emma
Kerby-Evans/Kerstin Beard (A Doll’s
House)

qqq
(Plaza Suite)

Karen O’Neill

qqq

Kerstin Beard
(Flint Street Nativity)
SOUND DESIGN

qqq

qqq

Jessica-Ann Jenner
(Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

qqq

Colin Martin (Humble Boy)

qqq

qqq

Simon Shaw (Anne Boleyn)

Nigel Taylor (Glorious)

qqq

Wayne Sheridan (Joe Egg)

qqq

Jane Buckland
(The Government Inspector)

qqq

Keith Jeremiah
(The God of Carnage)

qqq

Jessica-Ann Jenner
(Dancing at Lughnasa)
Christina Jeremiah

qqq

qqq

Colin Martin (Plaza Suite)

qqq

Andy Howell
(Flint Street Nativity)
SET DESIGN
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

qqq

Nigel Taylor
(Flint Street Nativity)

qqq

Dan Armour
(The God of Carnage)

qqq

Jane Lobb
(Dancing at Lughnasa)

qqq

Tony Jenner (Humble Boy)

qqq

Andy Howell (Anne Boleyn)

qqq

Jan Greenhough
(Moonlight and Magnolias)

qqq

Tony Jenner
(Flint Street Nativity)
PROPERTIES & SET DRESSING
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq
(Glorious)

LIGHTING DESIGN
1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

Colin Martin (Glorious)

qqq

Richard Stewart (Joe Egg)

qqq

Colin Martin
(The Government Inspector)

qqq
(Plaza Suite)

Pat Jones/Judy Way

qqq

Jan Greenhough /Judy Way
(Flint Street Nativity)

And finally, please fill in …
Your name:

Tony Jenner
(The Government Inspector)

Paul Campion (Plaza Suite)

Paul Campion (Plaza Suite)

Rene Meissner/Daphne
Matthews (A Doll’s House)

qqq

qqq

qqq
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Jan Greenhough (Glorious)

qqq

Pauline Armour/Colin
Adams (A Doll’s House)

Rene Meissner/JessicaAnn Jenner/Tony Jenner (Anne Boleyn)

Nick Abbott (A Doll’s House)

Bert Howell (A Doll’s House)

qqq

Pat Jones/Judy Way

qqq

qqq

Thomas Dignum/Martin
Phillips (Moonlight and Magnolias)

(Humble Boy)

q q q Jan Greenhough/Stevie
Hughes/Alison Green/Lorraine
Spenceley (Moonlight and Magnolias)

qqq

Thomas Dignum/Dave
Jones (Anne Boleyn)

Jessica-Ann Jenner
(Dancing at Lughnasa)

Jamie Drew
(Moonlight and Magnolias)

qqq

Phil Cairns/Wayne
Sheridan (Joe Egg)

qqq

(Humble Boy)

Colin Martin
(The God of Carnage)

qqq

1st 2nd 3rd

qqq

qqq

Judy Way/Pat Jones

qqq

Phil Cairns/Stephanie
Friend (Joe Egg)

qqq

Pat Jones/Holly Marsh/
Jessica –Ann Jenner
(The Government Inspector)

qqq

Caroline Jenner and cast
(The God of Carnage)

Your membership no.

In The Bar

Lilies On
The Land
October 2013
Lilies On The Land is ‘a piece of history.’
The audience member who was overheard
saying this summed up the show to a T. The
play was devised as an ensemble presentation by ‘The Lion’s Part Theatre Company’
using real letters written by land girls to
their loved ones to create this wonderful,
non-fiction, heart-felt, nostalgic piece of
theatre.
1940’s music played in the background on
entering the bar theatre – a perfect, warm
and intimate setting as a barn with its
sloping roof, black beams and posts. The
set was just as simple, as it has to be, given
the size of the playing arena; some bales of
hay, sawdust scattered floor, an open cart
on wheels, the odd box utilised as seating
and blacks.
Lilies On The Land refers to several young
women; the ‘Unsung Heroes’ who signed
up to be a part of the World War II effort.

The play began in 1965 with the former
land girls in their homes, individually
listening to the live broadcast of Sir Winston Churchill’s death, which conjured up
memories of their lives working long and
gruelling hours on a farm. As each girl
began to introduce her story the first layer
of costume – a ‘60s coat or gown was shed
to reveal ‘40s style rural work garments
underneath. It was then that the audience
was transported even farther back to the
early 1940’s ‘Land Army’ experience.

Four very talented and already much accomplished young actresses played several
roles as well as the main land girls -Poppy,
Vera, Peggy and Margie, all of whom lit up
the stage floor with their energy, clear and
individual characterization of their parts.

Whilst playing these lasses the girls
also took on the roles of farm animals
– a superb scene between Blackman and
Finnerty as Bull and Cow! – they also
became men, very convincingly portraying
males of various ages and personalities by
altering their mobility, gesture, character
and voice. The operation of machinery, the
driving of farm vehicles, harvest collecting, the milking of cows and particularly
the witnessing of a livestock birth by Fran
Sheldon, the ride in the cart through the
snow covered fields and seasonal landscape descriptions were mimed, imagined
and delivered beautifully.

While Act 1 concentrated on the girl’s
training and early life on the farm, the
second phase was a little more intimate in
as far as becoming accustomed to a life far
from loved ones, growing-up, discovering
male companionship in negative as well as
positive situations and ultimately falling
in love. Part of the text was delivered in
unison as it was written in verse - the girls
sang together and took to the dance floor
with American soldiers showing us that the
war years were also about keeping one’s
spirit high and enjoying every moment of
life.
Toward the end the girls were back in their
lounges in 1965 listening in silence, as a
mark of respect, to the radio commentary
of Churchill’s funeral cortege. The ‘curtain’
came down with the girls being re-united.
The production could not have been more
carefully and lovingly directed by Jane
Lobb whose attentiveness and understanding of relationships was evident throughout. The chemistry and comradeship between the girls in their various characters
and as actors shone.

Auditions

Sunday 12 January 2014
12 noon:

Office Suite
by Alan Bennett

Directed by Kay O’Dea
2.00pm:

Julius Caesar

by William Shakespeare

Directed by Jane Buckland
(main roles: JC, Brutus, Mark Antony,
Cassius, Octavius Caesar, Lepidus, Portia
& Calpurnia)
4.00pm:

Julius Caesar

by William Shakespeare

Directed by Jane Buckland
(other roles)
(See website for more details)

In short, Lilies On The Land was a touching play; sensitively directed with fine
performances.
- Niki Mylonas

Poppy (Grace Blackman) was the glamorous ‘lady’ even in work clothes with
a charming voice and clear diction who
demonstrated compassion and sensitivity
when learning the news of the demise of
her fiancé. Vera (Freya Finnerty) was the
comic and dark horse who loved a tipple,
inwardly daring and the amusingly feisty
number of the bunch. Peggy (Fran Sheldon)
was the tomboy of them all who found true
love with a genuine boy who admired her
for who she was. Margie (Lauren M Verrier) played the squeamish and sometimes
nervous, unsure girl with a pretty singing
voice who sang ‘The White Cliffs of Dover’
in a touching rendition.

Review
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Previews
Fri 6 - Sat 14 Dec 2013 at 7.45pm
(not Sun 8)

The Flint Street
Nativity
By Tim Firth

Directed by Nikki Packham

T

his wonderful Christmas entertainment opens with Mrs Horrocks’ class
of 7 year olds preparing to perform their
version of the Nativity. The children are all
played by adults, who then play their parents and this brilliant concept makes the
hilarious comments and antics of the “children” bear a striking resemblance to the
behaviour of their adult counterparts! With
all the seriousness of children, some of
whom are fussy, some snide, some frightening, some downright evil, they play out
the business of learning lines and carols in
front of the teacher who is never seen, only
heard. There is humour and pathos in this
Christmas journey, so be prepared to laugh
a lot and cry a little.
If you don’t come and see it, Mr Tim Firth,
Mrs Nikki Packham and Mrs Horrocks will
be very, very upset!
CAST:

Mary : Jessica-Ann Jenner
Innkeeper : Thomas Dignum
Gabriel : Hazal Han		
Star/Ass : Tom Collins
Angel : Susie Howell
Narrator : Phil Cairns
Wise (Gold) : Emma Berryman
Herod/Joseph : Richard Stewart
Shepherd : Hilary Reen
Wise (Frankincense) : Kyle Cluett

Fri 10 – Sat 18th January 2014 at
7.45pm (not Sun 12)

Boeing-Boeing
by Marc Camelotti

Directed by Wayne Sheridan

“L

adies and Gentlemen, we will shortly
be arriving in Paris …”

The swinging 60s. The Parisian bachelor
pad of ladies man Bernard. He’s got a busy
life, his friend Robert dropping in on a surprise visit, his bossy French maid Bertha
to contend with and – oh yes… his three
air hostess fiancees, all on a course for his
apartment.
But who will discover his secret first?

In The Bar
Thu 30 Jan – Sun 2 Feb 2014 at 7.45pm

Fri 7 – Sat 15 Feb (not Sunday 9th) at
7.45pm

Night Of
January 16th

The Thrill Of
Love

Directed by Paul Campion

Directed by David Griffiths

by Ayn Rand

T

o the world, Bjorn Faulkner was a hugely successful international businessman.
To his beautiful mistress, he was a god-like
hero. To his aristocratic young wife, he was
a force of nature to be tamed. To his millionaire father-in-law, he was a giant whose one
single error could be used to destroy him …
On the night of January 16th 1933, Faulkner’s mangled body was found dead at the
foot of his New York office building. Did he
fall? Did he jump? Or was he pushed? Only
you can decide!

Ayn Rand’s remarkable play uses the setting of a murder trial to examine the rise
and fall of a brilliant, ruthless man. But this
is no ordinary courtroom drama: here, the
audience are the jury and are called upon to
deliver their verdict at each performance!
Night Of January 16th is a thrillingly ‘immersive’ experience, with a brooding film
noir atmosphere – perfect for the intimacy
of the BLT bar.
Cast

Judge Heath : Dennis Packham
Clerk of the Court : Josh Lawson
District Attorney Flint : Steve Williams
Defense Attorney Stevens : Mike Savill
Karen Andre : Alison Green
Nancy-Lee Faulkner : Charis Anna Beyer
John Graham Whitfield : Robert Dilks
Homer Van Fleet : Patrick Neylan
John Hutchins : David Howkins
Inspector Sweeney/ James Chandler :
Wayne Sheridan
Magda Svensson : Jan Greenhough
Dr Kirkland : Mike Baker
Larry ‘Guts’ Regan : TBC
Seigurd Jungquist : TBC

by Amanda Whittington

V

ariously described as a Blonde Bombshell and a Femme Fatale, Ruth Ellis
famously became the last woman to be
hanged in Britain in July 1955. This exciting, new play that premiered in February
2013, explores the lives and relationships
of the beautiful, sassy and smart women
who sought an escape from poverty in
the perceived glamour of the London club
scene.

Whilst Ellis pleaded not guilty, she offered
no defence and sealed her own fate by
declaring whilst on oath: “It is obvious that
when I shot him, I intended to kill him”.
“No further questions” came the withering
reply. The case, and the public outcry that
followed eventually led to the abolition
of the death sentence in Britain. Certainly
today, a Court would have taken longer
than 15 minutes to convict and condemn
– but sexual abuse and domestic violence
were not acknowledged or named and so
could not be used as concepts to build a
defence upon.
This play also delves deeper into more
pragmatic areas that were not pursued in
the case such as where did Ruth get the
gun. It blends the glamorous mythology
with the sharp, social realism of austere
post-war London.

Set to an achingly beautiful Billie Holiday
soundtrack we are led by Detective Inspector Jack Gale, in film noir style, through the
extraordinary events before and after the
notorious murder.
You are cordially invited to “The Little
Club” to meet the women who are dreaming of Hollywood rather than Holloway.
CAST:

Ruth Ellis, a nightclub hostess :
Jessica Webb

Jack Gale, a detective inspector :
Paul Ackroyd
Sylvia Shaw, a nightclub manageress :
Jane Lobb
Vickie Martin, a model and actress :
Ami Williamson
Doris Judd, a charwoman :
Helen Rowe

… sassy TWA bombshell Gloria?
… sexy Air Italia siren Gabriella? or
… stroppy Lufthansa vixen Gretchen?

There will be high flying laughs as he tries
to juggle all this baggage – but one things
for sure, it’s going to be a lot of fun!

Dont delay, book your boarding pass today!

12 To BOOK: Visit: www.TicketSource.co.uk/BromleyLittle • Email: BoxOffice@BromleyLittleTheatre.org • Tel: 0844 8700 887

Tess Cordery, Laura Kenward, Rose Cordery
and Maleesha Adjaye-Tabansi in
October’s production of A Doll’s House

A Doll’s House
October 2013

A

Doll’s House, Henrik Ibsen’s classic
play about female repression and
subservience in late nineteenth century Norway is a modern classic which has
seen three revivals in 2013 alone. Ibsen’s
original, though brilliant, can seem stuffy
and out of date in modern society dealing
as it does with fairly misogynistic themes
particularly in relation to women’s place
in society. However, the recent BLT staging
of a new translation by Samuel Adamson
(who was specifically commissioned to
adapt the play to commemorate the 10th
anniversary of the Southwark Playhouse
in 2012) brings this old masterpiece to
life once again for the modern audience.
Though still set in late nineteenth century
Norway Adamson has cut away some of the
more prosaic language and created a much
more modern-feeling, visceral and sexually
charged atmosphere.

The curtains opened on a Wedgewood blue
coloured living room brilliantly envisioned
by Bert Howell who had created a very
convincing space which was obviously both
the centre of the house and of the life of
the Helmer family, particularly in the days
around Christmas when the play takes
place. Into this opulent living room came
Nora, the wife of Torvald Helmer, who
had dedicated her life to her husband and
family but who hid a “terrible” secret. Nora
flitted around the stage, almost maniacally at times, making sure that she would
have the perfect family Christmas despite
the fact that money was more than a little
tight. Nora’s secret? She had borrowed
money from a dubious source; an action

that was not only frowned upon in such
a male-dominated society but was illegal
without a man’s signature in support of the
application. A proud woman, Nora decided
that instead of obtaining a real signature,
she forged her own father’s. The loan was
for a worthy cause (to give her husband a
holiday as part of his recovery from illness)
but this one, arguably selfless, act was to
bring about the end of her idyllic life as
she knew it. Laura Kenward was utterly
captivating as the passionate, flighty, loving
housewife and mother determined to live
the idyllic family life. This was by far the
best performance I have ever seen from
this fine actress who was a real tour de
force in this production. Nora’s husband,
Torvald has just achieved a promotion and
as far as he is concerned the family money
worries are over – until he discovers Nora’s
secret. It is then that we see his selfish,
self-interested side as it becomes apparent that he holds his reputation in higher
esteem than his family. This is the moment
that Nora realises her life has been just a
lie and she decides to get out. Howie Ripley
gave Torvald real depth of character and
his desperate attempts to take back the
words that precipitate Nora’s leaving were
a real portrayal of heartfelt regret. These
two fine actors were the bedrock on which
the other performers were able to build.
David Scott-Lucas played Nils Krogstad,
the man who lent Nora the money and who
now finds himself working for Torvald
instead of becoming the bank manager
himself. I enjoyed David’s performance
immensely and he was extremely convinc-

ing as he flitted between his desire to
blackmail Nora and his desperate attempts
to overcome his less than perfect past.
My only slight reservation with David’s
performance, and it is slight, is that I felt
the interactions with Nora needed more
menace to match and contain Nora’s
enthusiasm. Maleesha Adjaye-Tabansi is
new to the BLT stage and she gave a very
entertaining performance as Nora’s friend
and confidante Kristine. I hope we see
much more of Maleesha in the future. Tom
Collins gave a very creditable performance (albeit I felt he was little young for
the role) as the long standing family friend
Doctor Rank, a man harbouring a secret
love for Nora which will never be realised
- not least because he is in the last stages of
succumbing to consumption. Jan Greenhough was Anne Marie, the ever faithful
and trusted housekeeper, and on the night
I was there the two young Helmer children were beautifully portrayed by Rose
and Tess Cordery. The girls, though young
(Tess, the programme tells us, is just four
and a half!), looked thoroughly confident
on stage and kept the fourth wall protocol
without ever acknowledging the audience,
which can be difficult to achieve with very
young children. Obviously, the girls have
inherited their mother’s talent!

This was a brilliant production in every
way and I believe it is being taken on a mini
tour of the South East as a result of the
reception it received at BLT. I thoroughly
enjoyed the evening and I wish the production all the best for the future.
- Steve Williams
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Review
Plaza Suite
November 2013

When I last had the privilege of reviewing
for Spotlights, I was congratulated by a venerable cast member on “not gushing” about
the performance. I may find it hard to avoid
that pitfall on this occasion, since I must
report straight away that BLT’s November
staging of Plaza Suite was funny and engaging from beginning to end.

In one of Neil Simon’s most successful
comedies, three quite separate stories
are linked by a shared space, suite 719 of
New York’s Plaza Hotel, in 1968. Although
they are narratively unconnected, the link
between them is more than the location – it
is in Neil Simon’s themes – marital discord,
loneliness and disconnection – tracking
the pain behind the false fronts projected
by three comically cross-matched couples.

Julie Binysh in November’s production of
Plaza Suite

In the first, a workaholic man in a midlife crisis, obsessed with weight loss, is
embroiled in an affair with his secretary
whilst his neglected wife in vain craves
partnership, respect, and love as they grow
older. In the second, a successful Hollywood producer, trying to rekindle a lost
relationship with his high school sweetheart turned New Jersey housewife, finds
her obsessed by celebrity and happier with
fantasy than with reality. The third features
the incessantly bickering parents of a bride
who has locked herself in the bathroom
minutes before her very expensive wedding, fearing that she and her fiancé will
become her parents.

The superbly opulent set, designed by
the director and built and decorated by a
talented team too numerous to list, seemed
almost to represent an additional character. The limited space had been cleverly utilised to accommodate a sitting-room and
bedroom with a connecting door. The pastel shades and neutral tones of the décor
and authentic-looking 1960’s furnishings
added to the impression of spaciousness
and created a superbly convincing sense of
time and place.

Luxurious drapes framed realistic seventhfloor views of Central Park and a wall
indentation added critical space and gave
the illusion of a bed canopy. Unfortunately
the straight-sided set dictated by the narrow
stage denied those, like me, sitting on the
right of the auditorium, only a glimpse of
it - not a major factor but one which does
deserve some future consideration.
The practical window opened to let the
sounds of Manhattan’s busy streets (suitably muted to remind us that we were on
the seventh floor) into the auditorium and
to allow one character to climb out for a
death-defying ‘on-the-ledge’ moment.
The bright lighting, subtly varied for each
play, appropriately directed our attention
from the attractiveness of the decor to the
actors, and costumes were nicely in keeping with late ’60s American fashions and
hairstyles.

Paul Campion’s assured direction of
this well-cast production balanced the
play’s poignant and unsettling moments
with some uproarious slapstick and ably
negotiated its shifting moods. He used
the set fluidly, keeping his actors in fairly
constant motion while never losing focus
and achieved the difficult task, especially
when there were seldom more than two
characters on stage, of continually creating
attractive ‘stage pictures’.
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The action moved at a cracking pace, reflecting credit jointly on cast and director.
Small touches, such as Debbie Griffiths’
exaggerated limping and Steve Williams’
sleazy leer, showed that the actors and director had spent time working on character
development. And the New York accents
gave the necessary illusion of authenticity
and were consistent throughout.

All the actors delivered convincing performances with excellent comic timing. In
the first act, Debbie Griffiths’ self-assured
Karen Nash veered from girlish excitement through romantic disappointment
to palpable hope and fear, all convincingly
portrayed in voice, posture and not least in
facial mobility. David Griffiths was perhaps
a little one-dimensional as the amusingly obtuse and self-obsessed Sam Nash,
until his poignant and genuinely affecting
speech about lost youth. And somehow the
couple managed to convince the audience
that these two people did actually love
each other, at least once upon a time.In the
second play, Julie Binysh’s rendering of
the star-struck and slightly drunk Muriel,
unsure of herself and ambivalent about
doing ‘the right thing’, was a hilarious study
of delusional behaviour and Steve Williams
breathed swinging ‘60s life into smoothtalking movie producer Jesse Kiplinger.
They played the scene strictly for laughs
as well as an attempted seduction and
Muriel’s adroit escapes from Jesse’s pressing attentions, her well-controlled descent
into inebriation, their strained banter and
Jesse’s range of facial expression all drew
much appreciative laughter.
In the final segment, the most farcical
by far, the director went – rightly – for
outright slapstick. As Roy Hubley, Bob
Etherington shifted believably between
maniacal moments and self-enforced calm.
He admirably displayed the physicality that
the role demanded, hurling himself against
the immovable bathroom door, wielding a
chair over his head and staggering unexpectedly, wet and angry, through an open
doorway.. As Norma Hubley, a dithering
mother-of-the-bride and suitable foil to her
bombastic husband, Katrina Pancucci gave
a masterclass in barely-repressed hysteria that played nicely against the physical
slapstick.
The authentic feel of the production was
aided by cameo performances from Ami
Williams as the accommodating secretary
(giving no hint of her extra-curricular
activity) and the reluctant bride, Joshua
Lawson as the attentive bellhop and the
take-charge groom and James WilliamsWard as the eager-to-please Italian waiter.

Perhaps in writing this play in 1968 Neil
Simon aimed not only for laughs – of which
there are undoubtedly plenty – but also to
nudge his audience towards taking a look
at their own lives and relationships. Today
the situations and characters depicted may
seem a touch dated, so that ‘message’, if it
still exists, takes second place to laughter.
Certainly this production delivered that in
abundance and offered audiences a highly
polished and thoroughly entertaining
evening of theatre.
- Arthur Rochester

Katrina Pancucci and Bob Etherington in November’s production of Plaza Suite

Martin Phillips and Glenn Aylott in September’s production of Moonlight & Magnolias

Tom Collins, Laura Kenward and Howie Ripley in October’s production of A Doll’s House

